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Spotify said it paid out $7 billion in royalties last year to rights holders, in

 a transparency report released Thursday, following critiques from within the mu

sic industry that the streaming service pays artists minuscule amounts.
Spotify logo displayed on a phone screen and headphones are seen in this illustr
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As of 2021, Spotify said it had paid $30 billion in royalties to the music indus

try, and the $7 billion paid out last year was more than double the amount paid 

out in 2017.
Big Number
Contra
Spotify has 406 million active monthly users and is one of the most popular stre

aming platforms. Despite its popularity with listeners, Spotify has long been cr

iticized by artists who believe they should earn more from streams on it. Last y

ear, a group of independent artists held a series of protests in front of Spotif

y artists demanding 1 cent per stream be doled out to rights holders, according 

to the Los Angeles Times. Several mainstream and big-name artists have spoken ou

t against low payments. In 2014, three years after Spotify launched in the U.S.,

 Taylor Swift removed her music from the platform because of how it paid artists

, though she later returned and still remains on it. Paul McCartney, Kate Bush a

nd Sting were among the musicians who signed a letter to U.K. Prime Minister Bor

ris Johnson last year urging reforms in the streaming industry, including increa

sed payouts. Last month, Kanye West opted to release his latest album Donda 2 on

 his own device, rather than streaming services, because of how artists have bee

n &quot;hurt&quot; by the platforms, he said. When joining a growing chorus of c

reators who removed their work from Spotify last month in protest of comments ma

de by Joe Rogan, singer India.Arie called out the streaming service for paying a

rtists &quot;a fraction of a penny&quot; but paying over $100 million to exclusi

vely distribute Rogan&#39;s show.
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Those thinking of pushing for legalization in 2023 may have been discouraged by 

the revelation that Brad Bohannon, coach of the Crimson Tide baseball team, had 

been fired by the University of Alabama.
Depending on how many licenses are issued in the state, there are several other 

brands that could obtain permission to run Alabama sports betting sites.
 If no legislation is launched to permit sports betting in 2023, Alabama will ha

ve to wait until 2024 or 2025 before being able to place sports bets.
 Some sportsbooks run active Twitter feeds, and you may be able to raise an issu

e directly through that account.
When the time comes to enjoy online sports betting, Alabama customers should be 

able to place the following types of wagers:
Prohibited Bets There are some wagers you are not allowed to place; for instance

, no legal sportsbooks will allow you to bet on the outcome of political electio

ns.
NFL There is no top-level football team in Alabama â�� but that won&#39;t stop the

 state&#39;s sports bettors getting involved with the NFL.
 This is one of only five states in the union that still does not have a state l

ottery, for instance.
How to choose a betting site
A Make sure it&#39;s available in your region This is a good place to start as n

ot all regulated sportsbooks in the US are available in all states that have leg

alized sports gambling.
 Likewise, those in Canada, the UK, and other countries will notice a very diffe

rent set of sportsbooks available to them as options.
B Know your betting style What kind of bettor are you? Doing a self audit of how

 you bet on sports will help you choose the sportsbook that&#39;s right for you.
 Do you usually bet on desktop, mobile, or tablet? Are you looking for a big bon

us and daily odds boosts or do you prefer low margins and best odds?
C Check the banking options Often, one of the biggest hurdles for new players is

 getting their money in and out of an online sportsbook.
 Check that your preferred banking method is available at any betting site you&#

39;re considering before signing up.
 We make it a point to disclose the bonus requirements in our reviews, but make 

sure you check the terms and conditions before claiming one at sign up.
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